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Abstract: Finding aids are rich descriptive tools that contain many significant details about the provenance and content of historical records, and may include dozens, hundreds, or even thousands of potential access points into the contents of a collection, including personal and family names, organizational and corporate names, events, geographic names, topical terms, and genre terms. The current encoding standard used for markup of finding aids, Encoded Archival Description (EAD), allows archivists to assign semantic tags to these names for the purposes of indicating the creator(s) of the materials as well as significant topics documented in the records. Yet only a select few access points are labeled in this way due to the significant time and cost involved in manually marking up an entire document. Archivists need a quick, easy, and inexpensive way to analyze archival records and tag new access points, thus giving users many more entry points into records.

The Semantic Analysis Method (SAM) Tool automates identification and extraction of potential access points and parses the resulting data into a database for further clean-up and editing. The SAM program integrates j-calais, a third-party library that provides a Java interface, to the Open Calais semantic analysis API web service, with additional scripts in Java to streamline the tasks of: (1) obtaining text files from a finding aid data repository; (2) calling the OpenCalais API; (3) performing the tasks of access point extraction and social tagging through the Open Calais service; and, (4) converting the resulting data to the CSV database format. This database can then be imported into the OpenRefine data clean-up tool to (1) improve the quality of the resulting datasets (included merging synonyms into single data points and deleting incorrect extractions); and (2) establish linking between the extracted entities and terms and outside authority data sources. The SAM tool serves as the first tool in a larger toolkit (currently in development) to enrich and enhance finding aids with semantic markup.
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